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New OECD guidance aims to reduce
corruption in aid sector

New international guidance on fighting corruption in the development
sector calls on countries to create or improve systems for avoiding and
responding to corrupt practices in the management and delivery of aid by
development agencies and private firms. These systems should include
codes of ethics, whistleblowing mechanisms, financial controls and
sanctions for misconduct, among other elements.

» Read the news release
» Download the Recommendation

State-owned enterprises as global
competitors

An estimated 22% of the world’s largest firms are now effectively under
state control. The upsurge of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) as global
competitors has given rise to concerns regarding their competitive
situation. Taking a multidisciplinary approach, the OECD has looked at
the issues from the competition, investment, corporate governance and
trade policy perspectives.

» Access the publication
» Read more about OECD work on state-owned enterprises

Design of funded private pensions needs to
be improved

Pension arrangements in which assets back pension benefits are playing
a growing role in complementing retirement income from public sources
in OECD countries and worldwide, especially those in which there is a
direct link between contributions, assets and benefits. Their design needs
to be improved, according to the 2016 OECD Pensions Outlook.

» Full text of the news release
» Access the publication
» Download the highlights booklet
» Launch photos and keynote speech

Corporate liability for foreign bribery

The liability of legal persons is a key feature of the emerging legal
infrastructure for the global economy. Without it, governments face a
losing battle in the fight against foreign bribery and other complex
economic crimes. This stocktaking report presents a chronology and a
“mapping” of the features of the systems for liability of legal persons
found in the 41 countries party to the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention.

» Download the report
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» Roundtable on corporate liability for foreign bribery

Life annuity products and their guarantees

Individuals are bearing increasing responsibility for managing the
financing of their own retirement. This brings increased risk, both in
terms of the investment risk of lower-than-expected investment returns
and the longevity risk of outliving assets in retirement. Annuity products
can provide guarantees which protect individuals from such risks,
providing minimum guaranteed returns, guaranteed income and/or
protection against longevity risk.

Complementary to the Pensions Outlook, this publication helps policy
makers to better understand annuity products and the guarantees they
provide in order to optimise the role that these products can play in
financing retirement.

» Access the publication
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